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SOME RELATED PUBLICATIONS



1. Identifying the core concepts related to platforms as 
ecosystem-level business models.

2. Identifying and comparing different approaches to 
platform economy. Exploring different metaphors of platform business. 
Reflecting these from own perspectives

3. Why anti-rivalry matters in platform economy. Most platform 
businesses are about data and knowledge. Why such “goods” are unique and how 
to benefit from them in business model innovation.
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TODAY’S LEARNING OBJECTIVES



When you are designing platforms, you are 
not designing business models or firms.

You are designing institutions.
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Designing institutions involves a great 
responsibility.

Institutions are providing the basis for all 
business. They set the baseline for 
accountability, fairness, and – ultimately –
sustainability.
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1. Platforms as ecosystem-level business models
2. Using metaphors to understand platforms
3. How to benefit from “anti-rivalry” in platform business
4. Summary

NEXT



KEY CONCEPTS



Set of interacting organizations 
Connected together with a modular structure

Not necessarily hierarchic but can be
Bound together by the nonredeployability of their 

collective investment elsewhere

Jacobides et al, 2018
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ORGANIZATION VS MISSION CENTRIC 
ECOSYSTEM?



Value creation +
value sharing

BUSINESS MODEL?



CONCEPTUAL HIERARCHY



CONCEPTUAL HIERARCHY

Business ecosystem 
(interdependent people, organizations, autonomous machines, etc.)

Business
environment



CONCEPTUAL HIERARCHY

Platform as an ecosystem-level business model

Business
environment

Way to organize agents to 
create and share value

Business ecosystem 
(interdependent people, organizations, autonomous machines, etc.)



CONCEPTUAL HIERARCHY

Platform as an ecosystem-level business model

Business
environment

Way to organize agents to 
create and share value

Platform variations

Business ecosystem 
(interdependent people, organizations, autonomous machines, etc.)





THREE SOURCES OF VALUE IN PLATFORMS



Across all platforms, we can observe the
following three sources of value

Platform Thinking



Community

Users connect with each other, e.g. to share thoughts and ideas (Facebook), 
offer services, (Airbnb, Uber, Taskrabbit), trade goods (Ebay)

Technology infrastructure
Developer build apps with technology (android), video creators host videos 
(Youtube), sellers and buyers list product availability (Ebay)

Data
Users and content are matched with data (Facebook, Youtube), users are 
provided insights with data (Uber, AirBnB)

Platform Thinking



DIFFERENT CONFIGURATIONS 
EXPLAIN SUCCESS AND FAILURE!











The sources of value in platforms

Platform Thinking18
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THE KEY QUESTION:

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE/MISSION OF OUR PLATFORM?

WHY DOES IT EXIST?

WHO DOES IT BENEFIT?



LET’S BUILD UBER FOR OUR INDUSTRY





BUILDING BETTER UNDERSTANDING 
WITH ORGANIZATIONAL METAPHORS

• We need to widen our perspective about platforms and 
their future. One way to do this is to use metaphors.

• Metaphors are mappings across conceptual domains, 
meaning that they describe a concept in terms borrowed 
from another context (Lakoff 2009). 

• I will approach the concept of the platform economy using 7 
metaphors derived from organizational studies (Morgan 
1997; Jackson 2003)

Dufva et al, 2018; Lakoff, 2009; Morgan, 1997; Jackson, 20038





DISCUSSION IN GROUPS

1. I will give each group a metaphor
2. Discuss in groups: What does the word mean? Why does such thing 

exist?

_ mins in groups
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What do these words mean?
Why do such things exist?

Dufva et al, 2018



Dufva et al, 2018

What do these words mean?
Why do such things exist?



SUMMARY OF THE METAPHORS

The idea is not to "pick one metaphor for your platform".The idea is to desbribe the 
platform from different perspectives…  and check whether you could benefit from 

that perspective, and how you can mitigate the risks related the perspective.
Dufva et al, 2018

Metaphors benefit you when
1. illustrating alternative perceptions about 

platform companies
2. structuring the discussion around them, 

and
3. making sense of the opportunities and 

threats around the platform business



WHAT IS THE PURPOSE/MISSION OF OUR PLATFORM?

WHY DOES IT EXIST?

WHO DOES IT BENEFIT?
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In platforms, you are often creating, 
sharing, and using digital goods
• Digitalization has transformed data, information, and 

knowledge into critical economic success factors.

• Consequently, a new type of good—the digital good—has 
gained an increasing role in society.

• Digital goods or e-goods are intangible goods that exist in 
digital form (examples: databases, registers, workbooks, worksheets, articles, posts, e-
books, downloadable music, streaming media, fonts, logos, photos and graphics, virtual goods 
used within the virtual economies, etc.)



What is do different in digital goods –
from economics perspective?
• From the economic perspective, the two most distinct 

features of digital goods (like knowledge and data in digital 
form) are zero marginal production costs and negative 
subtractability.

• One can say: digital good is “anti-rival”

Anti-rival good is defined as one that gains value when used and 
further making a distinction between excludable and 

nonexcludable anti-rival goods



Table 1. Rival, nonrival, and anti-rival goods (adapted from Nikander et al., 2020) 

 Subtractability 

Excludability Rival Nonrival Anti-rival 

Excludable Private goods 
(e.g., coffee) 

Club/toll goods 
(e.g., museum visit) 

Network goods 
(e.g., closed data 

commons) 

Nonexcludable Common-pool goods 
(e.g., ocean fish) 

Public goods 
(e.g., public park) 

Symbiotic goods 
(e.g., contribution to an 

open-source code) 

 

Digital goods are
usually here



The paradox of digital goods (and any
anti-rival good)
On the one hand, digital goods seem to be
unleashing the economic system from
scarcity due to negative subtractability …

… on the other, producing and organizing
digital goods always, at the end of the day,

uses some finite resources of the planet

In practice: We need to meet the compensation needs of the initial contributor
(who uses rival resources like time – e.g., an academic writing a paper or a 
composer making a song). Such need is usually best fulfilled by exclusion…

…but also to assure the good’s societally optimal allocation (which is usually 
optimized by maximizing sharing)



Why don’t we just let the markets do
their job?
• Markets allocate digital goods poorly. Seeking price 

equilibrium fails with digital goods.

• An attempt to make a digital good market compatible 
requires either

1. Making the good artificially scarce with digital rights management 
protection. This leads to underprovision of the good.

2. Undercompensating the producers as the marginal price of production 
nears zero and thereby also the “willingness to pay” by market actors. This 
leads to producers exiting the market.

Antirival resources lead often to market failure!



How have we solved it so far – without
artif. scarcity or undercompensation?
• Large-scale systems can use institutional and regulatory 

power—for example, innovation contests, salary capping, 
setting of open-access conditions for receiving public funding 
(consider academic research, R&D, etc.)

• In small communities, anti-rival goods can be organized using 
interorganizational dependencies and interpersonal trust.

• In specific settings, such as open-source software 
development, systems can leverage the characteristic 
features of the particular context (e.g., in open source: 
codified contributions and strong meritocracy).



But where is the money?

• A common yet controversial feature of alternative organizing 
structures involving digital anti-rival goods is that such 
structures do not fit well with the “business narrative,”
which is traditionally dominated by market and corporate 
logics.

• So: how can you take benefit of anti-rivalry in business 
models? Or can you?



WE CONDUCTED RESEARCH TO 
ANSWER THE QUESTION

Researchers: Ville Eloranta, Annika Bengts and Apurva Ganoo.



We looked into the dilemma through
research, funded by EU (ATARCA)
• We acknowledge: Due to the finite planetary resources, all 

economic systems inherently include some rivalrous goods. 
They are organized through a logic of scarcity.

• At the same time, we recognize the increasing role of anti-
rival goods, which are best benefited from when not artificially 
restricted. They are organized through a logic of abundance.

• Including rival and anti-rival goods into same business model 
creates a “hybrid system”. From the institutional logic 
perspective, hybrid systems create logic misalignment—
referred to as institutional complexity



We looked into the phenomenon with
“business model pattern” perspective
• We assessed business models from a busines model pattern 

(BMP) angle

• The literature defines “patterns” as reproducible and 
configurable building blocks that provide a “solution” to a 
recurring “problem” (Alexander et al., 1977, p. 17). 

• Following this reasoning, BMPs aim to represent successful 
business models’ proven, repeatable components (Gassmann 
et al., 2014).

• Business models can be perceived as combinations of 
different BMPs



What we did in our research
1. We collected, from the academic literature (journals), all 

recognized business model patterns (building blocks of 
business models) involving digital goods

2. We analyzed how such business model building blocks aimed 
to benefit from the anti-rivalry while maintaining the 
sustainable use of rival resources

3. Here, we analyzed the “complexity management” 
mechanisms of the business models

4. We recognized the mechanisms in the BMPs that help 
benefiting from anti-rivalry



WHAT WERE THE RESULTS



Results: seven mechanisms in BMPs
that help benefiting anti-rival goods
1. Using Communities to Minimize Rival Costs and Maximize Anti-Rival 

Value

2. Subsidizing Sharing-Related Rival Costs to Allow Anti-Rival Sharing

3. Shifting the Revenue Focus from Rival Resource Usage to Anti-Rival 
Results

4. Creating Parallel Offerings

5. Enabling Anti-Rivalry through De-Transactionalization

6. Converting the Resource for Better Fit with Anti-Rivalry

7. Facilitating Shared Ownership



1. Using Communities to Minimize Rival Costs and Maximize Anti-Rival Value

An online-based crowdsourced film studio that helps creators build audiences through crowdfunding. Audiences can 
watch movies and shows through on-demand streaming. The platform maximizes the sharing of movie ideas and 

experiences, while decentralizing production and maintenance costs.



2. Subsidizing Sharing-Related Rival Costs to Allow Anti-Rival Sharing

A work-related social media platform that provides infrastructure for professionals to connect. Sharing of work-related 
content, links, and memes is maximized. The costs are subsidized with revenue coming from the intelligence 

gathered from the network.



3. Shifting the Revenue Focus from Rival Resource Usage to Anti-Rival Results

An online media agency that distributes ads in a large-scale content network. Plain visibility in the network is 
almost free. Customers pay based for conversions (e.g., people signing up to a marketed service after clicking 

an online ad). The best performing ads are prioritized in the network to keep the network’s rival
resource usage sustainable.



4. Creating Parallel Offerings

A reader-funded news platform that relies on the reader’s generosity and complementary added-value 
services. The outlet is available to everyone for free, but as a paid customer, one also has access to certain 

unique features.



5. Enabling Anti-Rivalry through De-Transactionalization

A platform that employs a subscription pattern wherein users pay a recurring monthly or annual fee for 
unrestricted access to a vast library of music, disregarding the amount of use. Similarly, a premium membership 

model allows premium subscribers additional benefits like ad-free listening and offline access.



6. Converting the Resource for Better Fit with Anti-Rivalry

A platform that converts music production assets to easily shareable and recombinable formats, such as 
samples, loops, and virtual instruments. The business fosters a community of musicians who can create, 

collaborate, and remix using each other’s projects, thereby promoting efficient utilization and recombination of 
available assets.



7. Facilitating Shared Ownership

A blockchain-enabled network that allows shared ownership schemes for a decentralized technological 
infrastructure. The ownership is organized with digital tokens that represent a share of the network’s valuation, 

tied to the utility of the network. Transferring ownership of the tokens is moderated by the network’s code-based 
constitution, preventing token speculation and rent-seeking.



SUMMARY



On the one hand, digital goods seem to be
unleashing the economic system from
scarcity due to negative subtractability …

… on the other, producing and organizing
digital goods always, at the end of the day,

uses some finite resources of the planet

Key question: how can business models benefit from the anti-rivalry of 
digital goods without unsustainably exploiting rival resources.

We found seven mechanisms, and related examples, that fulfill the criteria.

We also recognized 39 business model patterns that use those mechanisms. 
More about that, next week…
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1. Identifying the core concepts related to platforms as 
ecosystem-level business models.

2. Identifying and comparing different approaches to 
platform economy. Exploring different metaphors of platform business. 
Reflecting these from own perspectives

3. Why anti-rivalry matters in platform economy. Most platform 
businesses are about data and knowledge. Why such “goods” are unique and how 
to benefit from them in business model innovation.
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TODAY’S LEARNING OBJECTIVES



Task for Thursday
• We will run a set of tasks: instructions will be today in 

Mycourses so you will know what needs to be done

• Tasks are done in teams.



Q&A
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